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18–20 Detailed, well-written, well-organised answer, paying close attention to author's use of 
language. Shows appreciation of structure and complete comprehension of passage; has no 
significant omissions and conveys a sensitive personal response. 

 
15–17 Detailed answer, paying close attention to author's use of language. Understands or 

convincingly interprets all essentials of passage; few omissions. Conveys clear personal 
response but may be a bit cut-and-dried. 

 
12–14 Competent answer with some attention to language. May be some misunderstandings and 

significant omissions, but conveys some personal appreciation. 
 
9–11 Attempts to respond and does pay attention to some details of language, but there are 

significant misunderstandings and substantial omissions. May misrepresent author's intentions 
trying to apply some rigid preconception, or note use of literary devices without explaining their 
effect. Answer probably rather short. 

 
6–8 Tries, but has not really grasped what passage is about. Offers a few ideas, some of them 

irrelevant or plainly wrong. A few glimmers are perceptible. Short, scrappy. 
 
4–5 Short, scrappy, confused; little response to passage, but candidate has at least read it and 

tried to respond. 
 
2–3 Scrawls a few lines; has attempted to read passage, but clearly doesn't understand it. 
 
0–1 Nothing to reward. 
 

 
The detailed questions are intended to help the candidate respond. Candidates are required to 
answer them, but need not do so in a rigid sequence; some of the answers may be implicit in the 
essay. There is no prescribed allocation of marks to each question; the response should be marked 
holistically. Candidates who do not answer the prescribed questions will penalise themselves 
automatically, as the questions are central to the passage. 
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Lea atentamente este pasaje extraído de la novela Doña Perfecta del escritor español Benito Pérez 
GaIdós (1843-1920). Luego conteste las preguntas. 
 
Hopefully the author's dates will indicate to candidates that this is not a contemporary work. Many of 
the details may not be fully understood by candidates; this does not matter so long as they can gain a 
general understanding and express a response to the quality of the writing. The questions are 
designed to help them do so. At the lower levels (up to 8 marks) we shall probably be looking for 
evidence of this basic understanding, hopefully with a simple personal response. At the 9–14 level we 
should be looking for a clear, if not sophisticated, answer to each of the questions and some attempt 
to support ideas from the passage. In the top two bands we shall be looking for an ability to read 
between the lines, with appropriate support from the passage and a motivated personal response. As 
candidates are unlikely to be very familiar with this kind of writing, we will probably have to think 
'competence' rather than 'brilliance' when awarding an A mark; otherwise the whole range of marks 
will be depressed and grading will become difficult. 
 
Some candidates may be muddled by the name 'Rey' and start looking for kings and courtiers. If this 
happens we shall have to be as sympathetic as we reasonably can! 
 
En su opinión, ¿cómo quiere el autor que percibamos a Don Juan Tafetán? Debe considerar los 
siguientes aspectos: 
 

• lo que escribe Galdós sobre la personalidad de Tafetán 
 
Hopefully most candidates will be able to pick up Galdós’ most straightforward comments: Tafetán is 
'amabilísimo', 'cordial', 'simpático' etc. A very little further examination will reveal that he is a 
raconteur, likes a joke, is generally popular, and is fond of the ladies. A rendition of the foregoing will 
probably earn at least the third band — certainly so if it is properly supported. Those able to read 
critically may suggest that his frequent laughter, 'picantes burlas' and ridiculous donjuanesque 
boasting make him rather irritating at times; he may not be 'maldicente', but he is obviously an 
incorrigible gossip. His 'modest' job would seem to be a sinecure and his is plainly something of a 
loafer; though loosely associated with organised entertainment, he does not seem to have any real 
status in the entertainment world, or to display any particular talent. His gallantry is amiable enough, 
but appears rather grotesque and even pathetic when juxtaposed with his physical appearance (next 
point). 
 

• su aspecto físico 
 
The impression is of an ageing roué, or at least, a man desperately trying to appear young and gallant 
and thereby calling strident attention to the fact that he is so no longer. Most candidates ought to be 
able to convey this essential aspect in some form. Lower grades may be attained by merely 
mentioning some of the details Galdós supplies, and perhaps expressing some personal response to 
the descriptions. For the third grade the candidate should be able to comment on such details as the 
'bigote teñido de negro', the cherished 'seis pelos Ilenos de pomada' that scarcely disguise his 
baldness, and the 'grotescas arrugas' that mercilessly reveal his age. On the other hand, my view is 
that Galdós plainly wants Tafetán to come over as amiably absurd rather than repellent. A candidate 
who can read between the lines to that extent will probably deserve substantial reward, even if s/he 
comes to a different conclusion. 
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• su modo de hablar 
 
Tafetán's hearty, heavily gallant, poke-you-in-the-ribs style of speech nicely matches his appearance 
and character as otherwise depicted. Strutting up to an acquaintance – they do not appear to be 
intimates – and addressing him as 'picarón' supplies an immediate keynote, especially when Tafetán 
goes on to assume that Pepe Rey (like himself!) is only here to ogle the women. Tafetán follows this 
up by more or less forcing Rey to look up at the window while supplying a wealth of gossipy and 
indiscreet details about the ladies: would they really want Tafetán to tell a perfect stranger all about 
their poverty and unfortunate family background? His direct address to the ladies is also indiscreet, 
pushing his own voyeuristic preferences on to Rey. On the other hand, the girls appear to be amused, 
even flattered, rather than offended, and Rey also seems to accept his comments without demur: he 
may be a trifle vulgar, but he means no harm and is difficult to dislike. Here again, inert quoting and 
simple description of what Tafetán says may be enough for low to middle grades; any attempt at 
interpretation should be rewarded, generously as soon as it appears to show some insight. Needless 
to say, the candidate does not have to agree with any of the views expressed by me above. 
 

• su actitud hacia las mujeres 
 
This may overlap with any of the preceding points, so do not mark candidates down for not answering 
this question separately, or for repeating themselves slightly. Those who can read between the lines 
should be able to increase their reward here, however. One could add, for example, that Tafetán tries 
to come over as a great lover, though his conquests are now in the past ('había sido un Tenorio 
formidable'). Whether there is any truth in these boasts seems doubtful; he may once have been 
'derechito y espigado por la poca pesadumbre de los años', but he can never have been romantically 
good-looking with his 'estatura mezquina', or attractively rich and noble with his humble job in the 
provincial government. On the other hand, what he says about (and to) the Misses Troya, however 
gossipy, shows a touch of genuine sympathy, and they seem to enjoy his gallantry; what's more, 
when Rey unpleasantly insinuates that they are not 'un modelo de honradez', it is the gossip-loving 
and amorous Tafetán who rejects the insinuation (though, we note, he has picked it up). And anyone 
who can diffuse 'una extraña alegría por la triste calle' has to be treated with indulgence, if no more. 
 
Usted puede añadir cualquier otro comentario que le parezca pertinente. 
 
Few candidates are likely to take up this invitation and they should not be marked down if they don't, 
but any interesting comments will of course be taken into account in the overall reward. 
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